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Why Engage?

“The news industry’s future is about how citizens engage and
participate in their society”



Why Engage?

Público, Portugal: “I think comments make journalism more accountable. Journalists
feel more touched because they get immediate feedback from readers.”

Mail & Guardian, South Africa: “It's really what online is about. We allow the
conversation happen. That is essentially what sets us apart from the printed press - we
have that to and fro of dialogue. It's one of the pillars of online journalism.”

Seattle Times, USA: “We have this obligation to allow people to interact and not just
have it have it be a one way street. So this is a way to either have people call us out on
something, provide additional info, solve problems. It happens where people have
constructive conversations.”

The Gulf News, UAE: “It's vital to keeping a newsroom relevant.”

Süddeutsche Zeitung, Germany: “It’s all about adding value to the reader, and through
this, making the reader part of our community. It can be fascinating to get into an
exchange with other readers.”



The Down Side

“The most thankless job in the newsroom.”

“We see the dark underbelly of the world.”

“A lethal combination of anonymity,
opinion, and the safety of typing from a
remote location all but guarantees that
comment forums get out of hand.”



          Staff can be
overwhelmed!



Initial Findings

• Legal issues more potential than reality at present

• Number of comments deleted vary widely

• Offensive comments more than hate speech

• But what constitutes hate speech?

• Irrelevant content/spam

• Insults directed at articles generally seen as OK

• Offense to individual commentators or groups deleted



Three broad ways to moderate

Pre-moderation
Resource issue (automation can reduce)
Delays – readers get frustrated
Greater responsibility for libel

Post-moderation by staff
Resource issue (some outsourcing)
Offensive comments remain ‘live’

Post-moderation by readers
Only respond when readers complain
Readers moderate themselves 
But ceding control of content (but greater libel protection)



Emerging Best Practices

• Post guidelines for contributors on site, and use those
criteria in moderation practices.

• Guidelines should encourage constructive conversation,
encourage others to get involved – many of them don’t

• Educate your readers and users

• Highlight good comments

• Appoint a community manager/social media editor



Examples of Guidelines



Highlighting good comments



No consensus

Should journalists participate/respond?

Many community managers say they would like journalists to participate, but they
generally do not.

Some do not want journalists to participate – that’s the reader’s area, staff shouldn’t
get involved.

In some markets, journalists commenting can put them in danger.

Anonymity?

Some editors say you have better comments if you require real names, but not
easy – or even desirable.

Anonymous people more free to comment
Difficult to check if names are real
People create extensive online identities (Twitter handles)
Log-in via Facebook and other social platforms – do you really want to do this?
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